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1. Summary 

The University of Washington (UW) SandCat project, an effort within the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Building Resource Adaptive Software Systems 
(BRASS) program, responded to (1) the rapid change in hardware, systems software, and 
application workloads; and (2) the trend towards increased complexity of computer systems, 
especially at the interfaces which were intended to hide the complexity. The rapid change 
requires adapting existing applications and infrastructure but the complexity makes the 
adaptation more difficult. The SandCat project developed methods that analyze existing 
components and synthesize new ones. The SandCat adaptations were semantic and mostly 
performed offline. The goal was to aid programmers and system designers who currently 
adapt code by manually rewriting the code. The project selected problems from across the 
entire systems stack, from the central processing unit (CPU) to compute kernels and data 
structures, and from disk devices to file systems, and databases. 

The synthesis technology developed by SandCat reached parity with human programmers on 
about a dozen different programming tasks, which is a major milestone in the research area 
of program synthesis. Some problems solved by SandCat have been automatically solved for 
the first time. The tools developed by the team enabled new adaptations of software to 
hardware, including the synthesis of: 

1. surprising optimizations for floating-point expressions (Herbie) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], 

2. new mappings of computations onto graphics processing units (GPUs) not achievable 
by existing compilers (Swizzle Inventor) [6, 7], and 

3. ultra-low-precision machine learning (ML) kernels (TVM) [8, 9]. 

The technology also synthesized artifacts that semantically summarize existing 
implementations, enabling: 

1. performance portability to new platforms and hardware (verified lifting) [10, 11, 12, 
13], and 

2. automatic authoring of memory models and file system crash consistency models 
(memSynth and Ferrite) [14, 15, 16] 
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These advances were enabled by new infrastructure, including: 

• the Cozy synthesizer of data structures [17, 18], 

• the Rosette generator of synthesizers [19, 20, 21, 22], and 

• the STAle Configuration and Consistency Analysis Tool (Staccato) automatic checker 
of adaptation mechanisms [23, 24, 25]. 

The technology has transitioned to practice, as the results of verified lifting ship in a 
commercial photo editing product (Adobe Photo-shop); the Rosette architecture is being used 
in the Synthetic Minds startup; and the ML kernels are being commercialized by OctoML. 
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2. Introduction 

Problem Description:  Big-data analytics is overwhelmed by the volume of data to process 
and store. On the compute side, today’s analytics is already slow and power-hungry, 
executed in a batch job on a data center, rather than in real-time on a laptop or a sensor 
device. On the storage side, the data volume forces us to discard old logs and give up 
precision with data compression. If data creation trends continue, these challenges will only 
become exacerbated. 

The University of Washington SandCat project investigates how analytics can keep up with 
growing datasets and more sophisticated analytics algorithms, and how it will deliver 
interactive data analysis. 

The premise of our research plan was that improvements in computation and storage will 
come with increasingly unbalanced tradeoffs: processors will increase parallelism at the cost 
of more complex shared-memory models spanning CPU, GPU, and field programmable gate 
array (FPGA) integrated on the same chip; file systems will increase their throughput by 
sacrificing data consistency after system crashes; and storage devices may increase their 
capacity at the cost of increasing the error rate. Across the entire system stack, we will see 
the proliferation of software specialized to an application domain and a class of hardware, 
forcing us to migrate applications and reformulate algorithms to new programming models. 

Research Goals:  We have designed components of a computer stack that adapt to the 
adversity that arises when data volume impairs analysis latency or exceeds disk capacity. For 
example, we specialize the system execution to the quality of service (QoS) specification, by 
approximating the computation and the stored data [26]. 

We also adapt to the opportunity provided by new technologies that sacrifice correctness or 
introduce complexity to increase performance, by restoring the correctness of affected system 
components and by developing programmer tools that help overcome complex system 
interfaces, such as memory models. 

We explore these adaptations on a system stack comprising data visualization, data analytics, 
image store, a file system, storage devices, and data servers distributed across a network. We 
are especially interested in an adaptation that spans multiple layers of the stack, such as 
adapting the image store to data analytics algorithms by tuning on the fly the quality of 
retrieved images. 
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Impact:  This project developed technologies for specializing system components and 
adapting them to similar changes in other components. The adaptations restored component 
correctness, took advantage of new resources, and traded quality for efficiency. Beyond 
specialization and adaptation, we delivered methods and tools for designing, implementing, 
and verifying systems for the era of growing system complexity. Our tools produce not only 
programs but other artifacts required for system design, such as semantic models and 
specifications of component interfaces. 
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3. Methods, Assumptions, and Procedures 

Our project has primarily relied on two classes of techniques — program synthesis and 
refinement. During the four years of UW SandCat under the DARPA BRASS program, we 
have developed them into surprisingly versatile technologies. 

3.1 Program Synthesis 

A program synthesizer produces a program that satisfies a given specification. The 
specification can be a reference implementation; a validation test suite; a designer-supplied 
example execution; a desired safety property; or a multi-modal combination of these 
artifacts. The synthesized program will be found by searching the programs in a Domain-
Specific Language (DSL) designed by the synthesizer author with the help of a domain 
expert. 

We have synthesized both high-performance implementations of system components [27] 
and specifications of system artifacts, such as legacy analytics programs and system 
interfaces [12]. Synthesis of specifications is obtained for free by viewing specifications as 
programs from a specially designed DSL. This enables inference of specifications from 
execution traces and other readily obtained artifacts. The synthesized specification can in 
turn be used to synthesize implementations or other specifications. For example, we have 
automatically obtained a specification of a shared-memory model from litmus tests, which 
are small multithreaded programs describing the behavior of the memory model; this 
memory model can be used to synthesize a fence-based synchronization of a multithreaded 
program running on hardware with this model [14]. 

Compared to a compiler, a synthesizer produces the program by searching the space of DSL 
programs, looking for one that satisfies the specification. This search can be performed by 
reduction to satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) constraint solving, for example. In contrast, 
a compiler uses rewrite rules to mechanically lower the source program to its 
implementation. Whenever a compiler can be used for a given domain, it is preferred over 
synthesis, which is usually slower than compilation. However, (1) synthesis requires no 
rewrite rules, just the DSL; and (2) synthesis specifications need not be full source-code 
programs — synthesis can generate code from tests, traces, and other partial-specifications 
that may be easier to obtain than a full executable specification. This is especially beneficial 
for synthesis of semantic specifications such as models of shared memory, crash models of 
file systems, and interfaces for other components. 
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3.2 Refinement 

Refinement is a methodology for proving program correctness gradually rather than in a 
single monolithic proof. The monolithic proof is decomposed into several simpler proofs, 
which act as refinement steps in lowering the specification (i.e., an abstract version of the 
program) into an implementation (i.e., a fully concrete program). A well-designed refinement 
methodology provides abstractions for each step, facilitating fully automatic proofs, and (in 
future work) and the automatic synthesis of the intermediate programs and the final 
implementation. We have used refinement to automatically verify a file system, a distributed 
protocol, and also to prove the absence of bugs in a dynamic software adaptation protocol. 

In our work on refinement, we focused on developing frameworks for programmers, so that 
they can develop their advanced systems and simultaneously obtain proofs of correctness 
[28]. Our specific priorities are developing reusable abstractions for the intermediate layers, 
i.e., the refinement variants of the source-level program. We also seek to automate the 
verification, at each layer, so that we can propose adapted code variants automatically (with a 
synthesizer) and reliably accept them if they verify [29]. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

This report cannot describe in depth all results developed by the SandCat project. 
Publications [30] [31] [6] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [13] [40] [41] [42] [17] [43] 
[44] [45] [22] [28] [15] [9] provide such depth. This report highlights those projects that have 
been evaluated by the BRASS technical area (TA) 4 performers in the three phases of the 
project. 

In Phase I, we developed and evaluated an adaptive large scale visualization (Challenge 
Problem (CP) I.1). This work was based on our work on automatically generating 
visualization layout engines [46, 47]. We also designed and evaluated how an application can 
adapt to a file system with weaker consistency properties (CP I.2). 

In Phase II, we demonstrated adaptations using data-processing applications (CP II.1) that 
read from and write to a QoS-adaptive image store (CP II.2). Both CP II.1 and CP II.2 take 
advantage of an adaptive file system (CP II.3), as detailed in this subsection. 

In Phase III, we solved three Challenge Problems. CP III.1 is motivated by the current state-
of-the-art in numerical adaptation, which is characterized by painstaking manual effort of a 
numerical methods expert. Our goal was to demonstrate the feasibility of replacing important 
parts of such efforts using automated analysis and rewriting with Herbie. In CP III.2, we 
provided for evaluation Staccato, our dynamic-analysis tool for detecting and repairing errors 
in systems that adapt via dynamic reconfiguration. Lastly, in CP III.3, we solved a Constraint 
Satisfaction Problem using the case study of Flight Test Adaptation provided by Southwest 
Research Institute (SwRI). 

4.1 Challenge Problem I.1: Adaptive Large-Scale Visualization 

In this problem, we optimized two visualizations of hierarchical data sets. The two 
visualizations were a treemap and circlepacking. 

Data Sets: The test data sets contain students and their grade point average (GPAs), 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores, and birthdates. The data set is tree-hierarchical in that 
it groups students into classrooms, schools, and city. There are thus four layers of data. This 
was a synthetic data set, generated randomly using the parameters for 103,252 students in 64 
schools and 2,461 classes and expected to be tested on data sets of 10,000s of students. 

Interactive data exploration (the perturbation): The user can explore questions such as 
how the GPA correlates with the SAT score, and how the birthday affects GPA and SAT. 
The size of each student’s rectangle (in treemap) or circle (in circlepacking) corresponds to a 
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linear mix of GPA and SAT scores, which can be controlled using a slider. The size of the 
rectangles and circles for classes, schools, and cities is the aggregate of student score 
mixtures. The set of visualized students can also be sub-selected interactively based on their 
birthdays; the second slider selects the range of birthdays. 

In response to slider movement, the analysis and visualization are recomputed. On a small 
data set, the graphics adjusts in real time as the slider moves. On large data files, the 
computation cannot keep up with the animation frame rate of 60 frames per second; the 
computation takes longer than the frame interval of 16ms. We thus consider the user-driven 
slider movement to be a perturbation to which the visualization needs to adapt. 

Adaptation: To maintain responsiveness of the analysis and visualization, we approximate 
the computation in two ways: (1) we do not analyze the entire tree, skipping over the details 
in the lower layers of the tree; and (2) we avoid the layout and drawing of visual elements on 
which analysis was not performed. So, by measuring the time of the analysis and layout, we 
elide the students, classrooms, and schools as needed to maintain the frame rate. 

4.2 Challenge Problem I.2: Adapting an Application to a new File 
System 

Applications such as SandCat’s big-data analytics system depend on persistent storage to 
record their state. Ensuring this data remains consistent after a system crash requires the 
application writer to understand subtle, file-system-dependent crash consistency guarantees. 
Rather than navigate these challenges directly, most applications delegate to a library layer 
offering higher-level guarantees, such as an atomic operation to replace the contents of a file. 
The library layer (such as that implemented by SQLite) strives to provide these higher-level 
operations with the minimal synchronization necessary to both preserve data integrity and 
maximize performance on the particular file system they run on. 

Looming changes in persistent storage media and in file systems, and the corresponding 
crash guarantees they provide, will require re-implementing these library layers. On the 
hardware side, new shingled magnetic recording (SMR) disks offer increased density but 
allow writes to overlap existing unrelated data. Non-volatile memory technologies such as 
Intel’s Optane, which entered the market in 2017, change the granularity of write atomicity 
and so require different synchronization patterns. On the file system side, developers 
continually update file system technology to better match today’s workloads. For example, 
Apple Inc. recently upgraded millions of iOS devices to the new Apple File System (APFS). 
Each of these changes include different crash guarantees that libraries must understand and 
correctly address. 
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Given this proliferation of different crash guarantees, manually updating libraries to be 
correct for each platform will be tedious and error-prone. Instead, systems should be able to 
automatically adapt to new crash consistency models provided by the underlying storage 
stack. This adaptation could take as input the library implementation for an operation (e.g., 
atomic replacement), the top-level specification that operation offers (e.g., atomicity), and the 
crash consistency model for the new storage stack. Our adaptation engine, Ferrite, 
automatically inserts synchronization into the implementation to make it crash-safe on the 
given stack, and either guarantees it has inserted only the minimal synchronization necessary, 
or reports that the implementation cannot be made safe with synchronization alone (i.e., 
algorithmic changes are necessary) [15]. 

The setup: Imagine a big-data analytics system is running on a cluster of Linux nodes, each 
using some file system. This file system has certain crash consistency properties that are 
translated by a library layer for use the application running on the file system. 

Change: Imagine that we load a new file system. This could happen as a result of porting the 
data set to new technology drives that demand a new file system. This new file system could 
be faster but could be less resilient to crashes. As a result, the library can no longer protect 
the data integrity of the data set on the new file system. 

This challenge problem exercises changes in the internal consistency models resulting from 
installation of new components. Specifically, the perturbation in this CP will be the upgrade 
to a new file system which are developed for new kinds of disks and new work-loads. File 
systems differ in how they behave in the presence of crashes (in the file system itself or in the 
components above the file system or due to power losses or kernel panics). This is the result 
of aggressively caching and reordering data operations to improve performance. If a crash 
occurs between reordered operations, the disk may store an inconsistent data structure, 
leading to catastrophic data losses. Unfortunately, the Portable Operating System Interface 
(POSIX) standard has been largely silent on the behavior of file systems after a system crash. 

Adaptation Scenario: A new file system will be added to existing file systems. The stack 
above the file system (database, data analytics, and the web server) will be able to use both 
the new and the existing file systems. The new file system may be faster but offers fewer 
guarantees. In this case, the applications needs to decide which of their storage needs can 
correctly use the file system. If the file system offers stronger guarantees, then the 
applications can remove synchronization between file system operations. 

To ensure data integrity, components running on top of the file system need to be written to 
account for the crash model of the underlying file system. We formalize the idea of the crash 
model, and developed techniques for checking if a client component is correct with respect to 
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a file system’s crash model. The crash model is analogous to the memory model developed 
for shared memory systems. We described the background in our paper on the Ferrite 
checker [15]. 

Testing: The evaluation system offers knobs that will configure properties of the new file 
systems. We configured the file system by defining its behavior by means of a set of litmus 
tests (see paper for examples of litmus tests [15]). This behavior was implemented with the 
model checker that we developed for Ferrite. The performance and correctness was evaluated 
by examining the data integrity of applications after crashes induced artificially in the test 
system. 

4.3 Challenge Problem II.1: Automatic Adaptation of Legacy Code 
for Parallel Execution using Verified Lifting 

The platform in this challenge problem comprises a file system, a data processing 
application, and its clients. The mission scenario was to preserve the semantics of the original 
application while adapting the runtime environment to massively parallel, distributed data 
processing frameworks. 

This challenge problem demonstrates that it is possible to automatically rewrite originally 
sequential, non-distributed applications to leverage modern distributed data processing 
frameworks (e.g., Hadoop MapReduce, Spark, Flink), without manual code modification. 
Because the automatic rewrite preserves all original application invariants, it also greatly 
reduces the debugging and testing burden associated with a manual rewrite. 

The CP platform uses a new compiler construction technique called verified lifting to 
automatically rewrite application code. Verified lifting uses program synthesis and 
verification (instead of syntax-directed rules) to search for efficient rewrites and proofs of 
their correctness. 

Success was measured by generating provably correct translations of code fragments in the 
original program to MapReduce constructs, and evaluating the correctness and performance 
of the generated program running on the target framework. 

4.4 Challenge Problem II.2: A QoS-Adaptive Image Store 

The platform in this challenge problem comprises a key-value store of image data, its clients, 
and its underlying file system. The mission scenario is to maximize both client throughput 
and the quality of retrieved images, under constraints of limited memory and storage media 
bandwidth, and limited storage capacity. 
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This challenge problem demonstrates the ability to preserve intent (maximizing image 
quality and client throughput) under perturbations in the CPU, memory, storage media, and 
client components of the ecosystem. Specifically, the platform will dynamically adapt to 
increases in offered load (from clients or competing tenants of its memory, storage, and 
compute resources) by reducing the quality of retrieved images, within configured quality 
constraints. Additionally, the platform will dynamically adapt to limited storage capacity 
(e.g., in space-limited IoT devices or expensive media like flash, Random Access Memory 
(RAM), or non-Volatile Random Access Memory (NVRAM) by pruning data corresponding 
to image quality above the minimum configured level. These adaptations also work the other 
way, of course: an increase in available memory/storage bandwidth (which could be from 
improved hardware as well as reduced client demand) allows the platform to increase the 
quality of retrieved images, and an increase in available storage capacity allows us to store 
more high-frequency data per image (although it does not guarantee it will be used). 

The key technology enabling this challenge problem is a customized progressive Joint 
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format, which reduces both the storage and bandwidth 
costs of rendering a single stored image at multiple resolutions. Rather than storing multiple 
versions of the same image for each supported resolution (or storing a single high-resolution 
version of the image and transcoding to lower resolutions on the fly), the format stores all 
frequency coefficients of the (maximum-resolution) image in scan order. The result is that 
any prefix of the full sequence can be used to reconstruct the image, with resolution 
determined by the length of the prefix (a mapping of file offsets to supported resolutions is 
stored)–the more of the sequence you read, the higher-quality the resulting image. No data 
needs to be duplicated to store different resolutions of the same image, and the transcoding 
process needs to read only the data actually required to reconstruct the image at a desired 
resolution (rather than the entire original image). This storage- and bandwidth-optimized 
format gives rise to two distinct adaptations: storage constraints can be addressed by simply 
truncating the sequence of frequency coefficients (to an offset corresponding to the minimum 
supported resolution), and bandwidth constraints (in memory or storage) can be addressed by 
reading a shorter prefix of the sequence of frequency coefficients (again corresponding to 
some supported resolution). 

Success was measured by verifying that the adaptations described above successfully 
preserve intent (maximizing image quality and client throughput) under perturbations in 
client load and storage capacity. In particular, the platform should be able to realize a 
significant gain in throughput and storage utilization over conventional approaches (e.g., 
maintaining duplicate images at multiple resolutions, or a single version with on-the-fly 
transcoding), while satisfying a minimal image quality constraint (measured in peak signal-
to-noise ratio). 
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The relative optimality of the challenge stage approach can be quantified by comparing its 
space and computation requirements to the two extreme baseline approaches: 1) store pre-
rendered versions of all images at each supported resolution and return them directly, or 2) 
store a single high-resolution version of each image and transcode an image at the requested 
resolution on the fly. Approach 1) gives the best possible computational performance, at the 
worst possible storage cost, while approach 2) gives the best possible storage cost, with the 
worst possible computational performance. If we plot these three approaches as points on a 
computation-storage graph, the challenge stage approach should strictly dominate the two 
baseline approaches (i.e., its point lies below the line between the other two points), and its 
relative optimality is given by the orthogonal distance (in normalized units) of its point from 
the line between the two baseline points. 

4.5 Challenge Problem II.3: Adaptive File Systems 

The main motivation of CP 3 is that long-running computer systems need file systems that 
can adapt to hardware changes to meet their storage requirements over time. For example, 
when a storage device is upgraded to media with different characteristics (e.g., smaller/larger 
atomic write unit size or a battery-backed disk with a stronger consistency guarantee), the file 
system should be able to take advantage of these changes to achieve better performance 
while guaranteeing correctness. 

In Phase 1, we have demonstrated how to adapt applications to changes in file system 
consistency models, in which we envision how future file systems may relax/reorder 
operations to strike a balance between consistency and performance. Our system in phase 1 
guarantees 1) correctness, that applications will achieve the same level of consistency when 
adapting to a new file system; and 2) optimality, that applications will use the minimum 
number of file system flushes. 

In Phase 2, we focused on how to implement a set of such new file systems. In other words, 
we generated a set of file system implementations with different consistency requirements 
with respect to hardware changes. 

The key enabling technology for adaptive file systems was push-button formal verification. 
The file system is carefully designed and decomposed into layers; each layer allowed us to 
gradually adapt file systems into a more sophisticated, performant implementation. Our 
system checks the correctness of these implementations through a satisfiability modulo 
theories solver, Z3. The modular design of the file system allows Z3 to efficiently reason 
about the correctness of file systems before and after adaptations. We also use Z3 to optimize 
the file system, for instance, by checking whether it is correct to remove certain disk 
operations for better performance when adapting a file system to a new type of disk. 
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Success was measured in two ways: 1) correctness, that a new file system achieves the 
required consistency level; and 2) optimality, that a new file system implementation uses the 
minimal number of disk barrier operations. 

4.6 Challenge Problem III.1: Numerical Adaptations with Herbie 

The original version of Herbie, a system to detect inaccurate floating point expressions and 
finds more accurate replacements, regime inference was often inaccurate (it was missing 
some regimes and inferring poor branches for others). As part of the BRASS SandCat effort, 
we improved regime inference to support effective adaptation to new input ranges. As we 
continued to improve regime inference, Phase 3 CP 1 evaluated Herbie’s ability to help adapt 
programs to compute accurately on new inputs. The motivation for this style of adaptation 
comes from a classic problem with writing floating-point code: developers naively translate 
real-number expressions from engineering references (or sometimes even just Wikipedia) 
and test the code on a few inputs. This often produces results which seem accurate enough on 
a handful of simple test cases. However, once deployed, the system receives additional inputs 
which trigger bad rounding errors for key expressions (kernels) in the computation. Our goal 
was to demonstrate that Herbie’s synthesis and regime inference can adapt such kernels 
automatically (offline) to fix such issues. 

For each kernel benchmark, we specified a set of “typical inputs” informed by the domain the 
kernel is drawn from and the papers and/or unit tests associated with the kernel’s application. 
We will also specified a set of “target inputs” for each kernel that corresponded to 
deployment in a more general context (e.g., if the kernel was extracted from a particular 
application and then included as part of a library). Success depended on the number of 
benchmarks Herbie adapted to handle the broader range of target inputs and the degree to 
which accuracy in those new regimes is maintained or improved. Our goal was to 
successfully adapt more than 25% of cases automatically. 

4.7 Challenge Problem III.2: Finding Bugs in Dynamic Adaptation 
Systems with Staccato 

In this Challenge Problem, we provided the evaluators real-world web applications that 
contained dynamic-reconfiguration errors; our Staccato dynamic-analysis tool for detecting 
and repairing such errors; and a testing framework for analyzing Staccato’s effectiveness on 
these applications. 

In particular, the CP targeted adaptable systems that support online configuration changes 
without a restart of the system, which we termed a dynamic configuration update (DCU). We 
focused on two types of configuration adaptation errors: 1) failure to propagate con-
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figuration updates to all system components, and 2) failure to apply configuration updates 
atomically. In addition, we demonstrated that Staccato can automatically repair some types of 
errors at runtime without interrupting normal execution. 

4.8 Staccato: Debugging Systems that Adapt via Dynamic 
Configuration Updates 

Mission-critical systems must be adaptable to different environments, mission parameters, 
and resource constraints. To promote usability across a wide array of deployment scenarios, 
adaptable software will often support a set of configuration options, which allow a trained 
user to set parameters that control a program’s execution. For example, a system may allow 
the user to configure the location of the database used for durable storage, or the number of 
threads to use for data processing. However, a program’s execution environment is often 
dynamic, and can change mid-execution, which in turn necessitates changing the values for 
some configuration options. For example, database servers may become unavailable, or the 
number of threads used for processing must be reduced in response to resource availability 
changes. Mission-critical software is often subject to stringent uptime requirements and 
restarting the system to effect a configuration change is infeasible. Thus, to accommodate 
configurability and robustness, many systems support configuration options that can be 
changed at runtime. We call a configuration change at runtime a dynamic configuration 
update. 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to implement dynamic configuration updates correctly. A bug in 
Solr, an open-source text search and indexing server, demonstrated this. The user may 
configure a set of analyzers that process text entering the system. These analyzers can 
remove stop words, apply tense normalization, etc. The user may also dynamically 
reconfigure the set of analyzers used, e.g., to remove or add stop words. Although Solr 
reported that changes to the relevant configuration option were successfully applied, the 
analyzers were not actually updated to reflect the new settings. Solr would then silently 
misprocess data and incorrectly answer user queries. The only indication that something was 
wrong was Solr’s output, which required careful inspection on the part of the user. We found 
similar defects in multiple applications. 

Staccato is a tool developed at UW that uses runtime monitoring to detect errors in dynamic 
configuration update mechanisms. Our tool checks one of two alternative correctness 
conditions for DCU systems, as chosen by the programmer. The first condition states that old 
versions of configuration options may not be used after a configuration up-date. The second 
states that only one version of a configuration option may be used during a single method 
execution. Both conditions provide a possible specification of program behavior in the 
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presence of dynamic configuration updates. The choice of correctness condition is 
application specific, and given by the programmer in the form of a few high-level 
annotations. 

In addition to bug finding, Staccato provides support for program repair and bug avoidance. 
Staccato can transparently repair program schedules to hide insufficient synchronization 
around configuration accesses. In addition, when Staccato detects a value built from an out-
of-date configuration, it calls a programmer-provided callback to update the stale value. This 
feature can even be used to support dynamic configuration updates for options that 
previously required a restart. 

We demonstrated that: 1) Staccato is effective at finding configuration adaptation errors in 
real programs with minimal annotations, and 2) the repair callback mechanism can avoid 
bugs discovered in practice. 

In the challenge problem of Runtime Monitoring and Bug Finding, for each application, we 
developed a test suite that simultaneously exercises the core functionality of the web 
application while randomly mutating the configuration. We provided a test harness that runs 
these test suites along with the Staccato dynamic analysis without automatic repair enabled. 
The test harness allowed setting the parameters that control the random mutation. 

Prior investigation has identified a set of incorrect dynamic-configuration behaviors possible 
in these applications. Each test-suite execution that produces a Staccato “found bug” will 
produce a stack-trace indicating where the monitoring detected a violation of the appropriate 
correctness condition. We provided a script that classifies these stack-traces to indicate 
whether the reports are due to a known incorrect behavior (a “true positive”) and 
conservatively assume any other report is a “false positive”. Success was defined as finding 
at least one error in each application with a false positive rate under 5%. 

In the challenge problem Repair and Update, we identified violations reported by the above 
test suite that can be mitigated with Staccato’s automatic repair mechanism. In addition, we 
identified areas in the three benchmarks where the repair mechanism can be used to 
transparently introduce dynamic configuration update support. We added the necessary 
repair/update callbacks and provided a test harness that runs an extended version of the test 
suite above with Staccato’s automatic repair enabled. This extended test suite will 
additionally mutate the configuration options for which we added update support. We 
defined success for the repair callbacks as correctly introducing an update without leading to 
new violations. Success for a repair callback was defined as avoiding a true positive observed 
when Staccato is run without repair support. Additional success criteria were defined as 
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allowing the application to continue running successfully, and correct response to future 
requests. Overall success was defined as a 90% success rate across both types of callbacks.  
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5. Conclusions 

The University of Washington SandCat project responded to (1) the rapid change in 
hardware, systems software, and application workloads; and (2) the trend towards increased 
complexity of computer systems, especially at the interfaces which were intended to hide the 
complexity, by developing methods to automate analyzing existing components and 
synthesizing new ones. The SandCat adaptations are semantic and mostly performed in an 
offline mode. The technology itself aids programmers and system designers’ productivity 
through automation, by overcoming existing manual code rewriting methods to adapt code. 
The results have been demonstrated on challenge problems from across the entire systems 
stack, from the CPU to compute kernels and data structures, and from disk devices to file 
systems, and databases. 

A major milestone in the research area of program synthesis was achieved, as the synthesis 
technology developed by SandCat reached parity with human programmers on about a dozen 
different programming tasks. Several components of SandCat technology have been 
transitioned into the commercial marketplace, including verified lifting which ships in a 
commercial photo editing product (Adobe Photoshop); the Rosette architecture which is 
being used in the Synthetic Minds startup; and the ML kernels which are being 
commercialized by OctoML. 
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List of Symbols, Abbreviations, and Acronyms 

APFS Apple File System 
BRASS Building Resource Adaptive Software Systems 
Cozy  not an acronym, a data structure synthesizer 
CP  Challenge Problem 
CPU  Central Processing Unit 
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
DCU  Dynamic Configuration Update 
DSL  Domain Specific Language 
Ferrite not an acronym, framework to develop file system crash-consistency models 
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array 
GPA  Grade Point Average 
GPU  Graphics Processing Unit 
Herbie not an acronym, automatically rewrites floating point expressions for accuracy 
IoT  Internet of Things 
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group 
MemSynth not an acronym, language and tool for verifying, synthesizing, and 

disambiguating memory consistency models 
ML  Machine Learning 
NVRAM non-Volatile Random Access Memory 
POSIX Portable Operating System Interface 
QoS  Quality of Service 
RAM Random Access Memory 
Rosette not an acronym, programming language to build verification and synthesis tools 
SandCat not an acronym, a whole-stack platform for exploring software adaptation 
SAT  Scholastic Aptitude Test 
SMR  Shingled Magnetic Recording 
SMT  Satisfiability Modulo Theories 
Staccato STAle Configuration and Consistency Analysis Tool 
SwRI Southwest Research Institute 
TA  Technical Area 
UW  University of Washington 
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